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Abstract

Functional trai*, especially fitness-related traits, may not atways follow the pattern of
inheritance commonly assumed by animal breeders (i.e. the infnitesimal model). Dwiations
from the infinitesimal model that produce nonlinear heritabilities and cuwilinear genetic
relationships between traits and their implications for breeding programmes are discussed.
Nonlinear heritability is reviewed in the context of reproductive fitness. The hypothesis of
Gowe (1983) that the heritability ofreproductive fitness is low in the upper 80 - 90 % ofthe
phenotlryic range and moderate for the lower l0 - 20 Vo of the range is supported by findings
of short term divergent selection experiments with asymmetrical response. The conclusion that
independent culling of a small proportion of the population with the lowest fitness prevents
fitness decline whilst saving most of the selection pressure for economic traits is not fully
supported by simulation shrdies.
A concept for estimating crrrvilinear ggnetic relationships between traits based on ofspring-
parent polynomial regression is derived using a path model. It is shown that environmental
effects dilute the curvilinearity of genetic relationships between traits very much so that even
with rather extremely curved genotypic relationships, the phenotypic relationship may be
almost linear. The method is used to bstimate curvilinear relationships between milk yield and
type traits. Only for some udder traits, significant curvilinearity is found in the offspring-parent
regression.
It is concluded that use of standard linear selection index procedures to combine production
and functional traits may be zuboptimal and that work is needed in the areas of estimation of
nonlinear genetic parameters and their adequate inclusion in multivariate selection.

1. Introduction

Multivariate selection schemes in animd breeding are normally based on the additive
ininitesimal model @ulmer, 1985), the genetic parameters involved are heritabilities and
genetic correlations. Functional traits, especially fitness traits do not fit very well into this
framework as the proportion of additive variance in these traits is low and non-additive
components of genetic variance play a bigger role (e.g. Fuerst and S6lkner, 1994). Also, the
relationship between quantitative traits and fitness is likely to be nonlinear (6tness profiles;
Falconer, 1982) and intermediate expressions of quantitative traits may often be optimat with
respect to fitness. In the following we discuss a few deviations from the infinitesimal model
that may be of importance when considering inclusion of functional traits into breeding
prograrns.
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2. Nonlincar heritebilities

Heritability may be defined as the ratio of genetic over phenotypic vlnance, as the square of
the conelition between genotype and phenotlpe; drtd as regression of genot)?e on phenotype

(Falconer, 1982). Only the last definition allows an extension of the concept of heritability

towalds nonlinearity.

2. I. Gou'e's ltypothesis

Gowe (1983) and Gowe et d.. (1993) predicted that heritabilities of fitness traits were

nonlinear, being close to zero in the upper 80 - 90 oZ , and moderate in the lower l0 - 20 Yo of
the phenotypic range. This was attributed to segregation oflo$/ frequency deleterious recessive

genes in mutation-selection balance. Under such a model, culling ofa small proportion (10 - 20

7o) of the indMduals with the lowest fitness was predicted to be successful in prwenting a
decline in reproductive fitness while maintaining most of the selection pressure on the otler
economic traits.

2.2. Tests of the $potheis

There are three altemative ways to tes the validity of the hypothesis of the existence of
nonlinear heritabilites for fitness traits. The most direct one would be via offspring-parent

regression. The second is to estimate the response to selection in direction of increased and

decreased fitness. Asymmetrical response is expected in the presence of nonlinear heritability.
The third way of testing the hypothesis is by waluating it tluough the o(pected outcome, i'e.

efficiency of culling a smalt proportion of individuals low in (reproductive) fitness to Prevent a

decline in fitness while putting selection pressure on other traits.
To our kno'.vledge, nodlinearity of ofspring-parent regression has not been tested for fitness
traits. Reports on nonlinear offspring-parent regression are available for Drosophila
experiments @obertson, 1977; Salgado et al., 1989; Giford and Barker, 1991; Gimelfarb and
Willis, 1994), but traits are bristle numbeq weight and wing length.
The most convincing evidence to date for the e><istence of nonlinear heritability in fitness traits
is a meta-analysis by Frankham (1990) where he compiled 30 published bidirectional selection
experiments for reproductive fitness traits with Japanese quails, chicken, mice, Tribolium and
Drosophila. In 24 of those 30 studies, significant asymmetry in the predicted direction was
found. For studies reporting realized heritabilities, the means were 0.17 and 0.26 for lines
selected for Ngher and lower reproductive fitness, respectively.
lndependent culling for poor reproductive performance has been practised by Gowe et al'
(199i) in a strain o? pouliry selected for egg production over many generations. No decline in
hatchability and fertility was found in comparison to an unselected control. There was,
howwer, no selected line without culling to confrm that fitness would have declined without
culling. Frankham et al. (1988) reported a replicated selection experiment with Drosophila
melanogaster with 3 lines: HO, selected for alcohol tolerance without culling for fitness, HS, a

line selected for alcohol tolerance with culling of 2Q/o of selected females on reproductive
fitness, and C, an unselected control. After 25 generations, fitness was significantly lower in
the HO lines than in the HS lines wheras HS lines did not differ significantly from C lines or the
base population. Responses for alcohol tolerance were similar for HO and HS lines.

Computer simulations have been carried out trying to model the genetic mechanism described
by Gowe (Gibson and Engstronr, 1995; Meuwissen et al., 1995) or to 6nd genetic models that
could explain the results found by Frankham et al. (Li and James, 1991, 1992). Results from
these models generally show that by culling of l0 - 20 % ofthe animals for low fitness, some
loss in gain for the selected production traits is to be expected and reproductive fitness is
usually slightly but significantly reduced in comparison to unselected controls.
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2.3. Effect ol nonlinear heriabilities on muhivariate selection strategies

If heritabilities of functional traits are indeed nontinear inclusion of such traits in a linear
selection indo< is likely zuboptimal. The selection strategy proposed by Gowe (1983) based on
independent culling of a rather small proportion of individuals with poor reproductive fitness
will be more efficient but may not be optimal either. Meuwissen et al. (1995) comPare different
selection strategies including restricted selection indices. They get diEerent results depending
on the genetic models imposed but there seems to be an overall advantage for a method they
call ,,empirical restricted selecti&r indet''. In this procedurg partial indices are constructed for
production and reproduction and the relative weighting ofthese is changed each generation in
a way that the average indoc for reproduction of selected animals conforms a preset value (i.e.

initial average ofreproducion). This is an indirect way ofdealing with nonlinear heritablities in
a linear selection index Extension of selection index theory to indices nonlinear in the genetic

parameters should be investigated as an alternative.

3. Curvilincar genetic relationships between traits

The uzual way of describing relationships between traits in quantitative genetics is by genetic

conelations. This implies that these relationships are aszumed to be linear (the correlation
coefficient is a 'bilinear regression coefficient in standard meazure'; Dickerson, 1969).

Imputing linear relationships between traits may be a helpfirl simplification, but considering
physiological limits it is unlikely that those are the rule in biology (s6lkner and James, 1994).

This may be the case for quantitative traits under artificial selection (Moll et al. 1975) but will
be especially true for the relationship betwcen quantitative and fitness traits. Falconer (1982)

describes the relationship between metric characters and fitness via ,,fitness profiles" and points

out that many traits (e.g. body size traits in mice) may have an intermediate optimum in fitness.

Hence, the assumption of a nonlinear relationship between traits should be a more adequate

approach to describe the true state of the relationship between traits and provide a more

ficnral insight how related traits will change under selection. A useful theory to evaluate

nonlinear relationships on the genetic scale and their implications on seleclion has not yet been

dweloped.
In the present paper, path analysis techniques (e.g., Wright 1968) are used to derive some

formulae for estimation of a nonlinear genetic relationship between traits on the basis of a
polynomial offspring-parent regression model ofdegree 2. By means of simulated data and the

analysis of somi dairy and typi traits of the Austrian Simmental cattle Populatior\ problems of
nonlinear relationships will be pointed out.

3.1. A method to evaluate ctrvilinear genetic relationshiPs via ofspring-parent regression

To describe a nonlinear phenotypical relationship between the variables y (dependent) and x
(independent) the following quadratic regression model was used:

Pi = bo + b,P' + brP,, + e

with ,c bt and bz being intercept, regression coefficients for r and y' and e a

residual term. If P, is centered (zero mean) and symmetrically distributed, the { and
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uncorrelated so that the path coefficients b't and b'z (see statistical path diagrar4 Fig.

also be interpreted as correlation coefficients r(P;.P,) and r(Pi.P,,), respectively'
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Figure l: Statistical path diagram

Figure 2: Biometrical path mdcl
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In Fig. 2 the biometrical path model is shown, where ,4, is the breeding value for { l, is that

part of breeding value ofY which is independent of ,ll, and A,,, A| isthegeneticvalue of Y
determined by A", A, and A,,, ai, a'r, and aj are path coefficients and l denote the square

roots of heritabilities (under norma\ty E(h(l) = h'(x)). From the path diagrams in Fig. I and
2 it can be seen that

bi = r(Pl. P,) = h' (y)' os' ai' h(x)

bi = r(Pj. P,,) = h' (y)' o2s' al' h(r')

and, following standard regression theory

6
b, = h' OD' 05' ai' h()' :-*t

o 
^.t

b, = = h' (y). o.zs. a,,. h(xa 1. 9-42-
o d,t)

Solving equations (5) and (6) for ai and aj, respectively, we get
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= "t-" y'.')

h'Qt) -o.5.h(x).o *,

a', =
bz ' o ,<il

h'(y).025.h(x").o *>

and for the genetic polynomial regression coefrcients ar and a:

br' o 4,1
a ..- -oo($_ 4.h'(o _ bl

h' (y).05. h(x). o, oo(,, h' (St)'05' h(x).h(x) 05' h1 (x)
ot=

(7)

(8)

. _ bz'ot<l) _.oo(y) : 6".h'(y) = 6, /o\-'- n'o).ozs.h(xz).o o, o.ro, h'$t).o25.h(x',).h(t") 025.h',(x) \"

3.2. Exonple viih shmlated data

To demonstrate the usefulness of the derived formulae a sample of 10.000 parent-offspring
pairs was generated by means of Monte Carlo technique following the biometrical path model
given above. The following parameter values were used when simulating the data:

h'"(y)=o.s,l'(x)-03 (=Ir'z(r'?1=0.09),r^..r.=Q.6,rr:.^,,=-0.6;allrandomvariables

(A,A,,1) are normally distributed with zero means.

Figure 3: Regression of a) A, on A, (genoqpes within parents) and b) P;

@heno4pes oJ offspring and parents)
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In Figure 3 the relationships are shown between genoqryes ofthe same individual (A' ail A)
and between phenotlpes of palents and their offspring (& ana P/). Through dilutine

environmental effects and the effect of Mendeliart 'segregation the relationship between the
considered traits gets much looser (from .d= O.72 to P = 0.013) so that the expression of the
phenotypic polynomial regression between offspring and parent is very weak. In other words
this means that even ifa phenotypic nonlinear relationship is very weal the underlying genetic

relationship may be quite strong.

j.3. A real-life exanple: nilk yie$ and type traits in dairy couts

Norman et d. (1988) showed that the relationships between linear type traits and milk yield are

often curvilinear. Consistent clrvilinearity over breeds was found for fore udder attachment,
suspensory ligament, udder depttl strength and dairy character.
Mlk recording data of 6rst lactation Austrian Simmental cows and the type trait classification
data of their first lactating daughters were used, making the usual data checks. In totd, 3750
motherdaughter records were used, analysing the relationships between milk yield, fat attd
protein percentage and the type traits height at withers, height of rump, depth of chest, width
of peMs, chest girttr, length of barrel udder attachment, fore uddeq rear udder, teat
placement, teat stature and the aggregate scores for udder, frame, shape and conformation.
Residuals for 305-day-milk-leld, fat and protein percentage were predicted for mothers with
calving year (1977 -92) and calving month as 6xed effects and age at first cdving as covariable.
Residuals for type traits were predicted for daughters with year of classification (1987-95),
month of classification, time of classification (only for udder traits) and classifier as fixed
effects, and age at first calving and stage of lactation as covariables. With the standardized
residuals (mean=O, standard deviation=l) a quadratic regression analysis was conducted to get
the phenotypic regression coeffi cients.
Significant phenotypic regression coefficients were only found between milk yield and the
udder evaluation marks fore udder, teat placement and stature, udder attachment (P < 0.10)
and aggregate score for udder. The genetic regression coefficients were calculated as described
above, aszuming a heritability for milk yield of 0.3. ln figure 4 the relationships between milk
yield and udder attachment, fore and rear udder are shown graphically As expected from the
formulae and the example with simulated data., the transformation from offspring-parent to the
genetic level produced a rather extreme curvilinearty for traits with significant offspring-parent
quadratic regression coeficients. Although subjective scores are not a very good example
when discussing possible correlated changes, the conclusions drawn from the curvilinear
relationships will differ markedly from what may be predicted from a slightly positive linear
relationshio.
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Figure 4: Phenolpic fuA fine) and genetic (dashed line) regression cwes oJ udder
atlachnent, lore otd res udder on milk yield (traits standtdind)
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4. Conclusions

Due to the genetic nature of functional, and especially of fitness traits, nonlinear heritabilities
and curvilinear genetic relationships with other traits in the breeding goal might be expected.
This has consequences for the multivariate selection strategies followed in breeding
programmes. More work is clearly needed in the area of developing methods for estimating
this qrye of heritablities and genetic relationships as well as for including such parameters in
selection decisions in a formalized way. Given the large amount of data available for darn
cattle, for example a son-sire regression for fertility traits (e.9. non-return rate) and test
nonlinearity of such a regression via polynomial regression is quite straightforward. Oti".
methods like Ablanalp's (1961) linear heritability estimates could also be used to test for
nonlinear heritabilities using a broader data base. Elctension of the linear selection index
towards an index that is nonlinear in the genetic parameters should be investigated. Even if
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such an extensioo is feasiblg the reliability of genetic parameters may become a limiting
problem for successful application of zuch an index.
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